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The Quicker They Come
by Greg Gourdian

"Cough please."

Gary coughed carefully. Coughing was usually painful for Gary, but now there
was no pain.

"Cough again please."

Still no pain.

Gary was not used to living without pain; he had lived with constant pain most of
his life.

Gary was starting to think he might enjoy being dead, and then he had died.

"Mr Olsen would you please breathe?"

Gary took a deep breath and slowly let it out.

There was no pain.

Gary hated to breathe, it had always been so uncomfortable to breathe, but now
there was no discomfort, even when he stopped breathing.
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Gary stopped breathing while the doctor listened to his heart.

"I know this sounds unusual Mr Olsen, but can you please try to make your heart
beat?"

Gary looked at the young doctor, she was quite pretty. He imagined the things
he might like to do with her, things that would ordinarily make him quite excited,
so that his heart would race faster and his breathing would grow heavier, but he
no longer felt those responses, his heart would not beat at all.

Gary slid down off the examination table and stood sideways between the table
and the wall where there was barely enough room to try jumping jacks. His
hands occasionally brushed the ceiling as he exercised for several minutes.

Gary felt wonderful, there was no pain.

After a few minutes Gary sat on the table and let the doctor listen to his heart.

The room was as silent as a tomb while the doctor patiently listened, but she
couldn't hear a single heartbeat.

"I'm sorry doctor, I just don't know how to make my heart beat."

"Gary, I'd like you to see a specialist, I'm just not accustomed to working with
someone without any vital signs."

The doctor was clearly nervous.

Gary looked at Aleah, his girlfriend. Aleah nodded.
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"Ok."

"Please give me a moment, while I find someone to see you." The doctor
stepped out of the exam room, closing the door carefully behind her.

Gary and Aleah had come into the hospital after Aleah had noticed his heart had
stopped.

Gary hadn't wanted to come in, but Aleah had insisted; Gary usually followed her
advice.

Aleah had been a nurse; she had taken over responsibility for Gary's medical
care after Gary lost interest in his health and stopped taking his meds regularly.

Gary asked Aleah, "do you think I can stop taking my meds now? I've been
pooping nothing but pills ever since I stopped eating."

Aleah nodded, thinking to herself, "what was the point of taking his meds if he
was dead?"

Gary continued speaking, saying, "after all, Aleah, what's the point of taking my
meds if I'm dead?"

Gary had always had a spooky way of speaking Aleah's thoughts out loud. He'd
gotten a bit better at it recently.

Aleah touched Gary's arm, hoping to feel a little warmth, but Gary's skin felt cool
and dry.
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Lately Gary's body temperature always seemed to be close to whatever the
ambient room temperature was. This room was cool, Gary was cool too, but at
least he seemed alive when he was speaking.

"I'm sorry, honey, I'm as baffled as you are," they both spoke together.

They smiled their private smiles for each other; this was a ritual they had adopted
whenever they spoke the same words together.

The doctor knocked on the door and then opened it, stepping into the room
without really waiting for any response.

"I've found someone to see you, they've sent up some orderlies to take you
downstairs.

"I don't want you to feel alarmed, but I'm sending you to the morgue. The
coroner was the only doctor I could think of who is accustomed to seeing patients
who have no vital signs. I hope you can appreciate the gravity of this situation
and will cooperate."

Gary shrugged. "Why not? After all, it can't hurt."

Gary had not felt any pain for over a week now. He was pretty sure the pain had
stopped when he had died, but he hadn't noticed when he had died so he had no
idea how long he might really have been dead.

One of the orderlies knocked on the door, waiting for someone to ask them to
come in.

The doctor opened the door to usher them in.
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Two rather large men entered the room with a gurney.

"Ok, doc", the shorter man asked, looking around the room with a puzzled
expression, "where's your stiff?"

The orderlies ignored Aleah and Gary, they were regularly assigned to the
morgue and had become accustomed to working exclusively with dead people.

Gary raised his hand and waved his fingers, "um, that would be me, gents."

The orderlies stared at Gary, not at all appreciating Gary's little jest.

When the doctor nodded they only stared harder.

"Uh-uh". The larger orderly said. "We don't take patients to the morgue, only
stiffs."

The doctor didn't want to argue protocols. The orderlies were not supposed to
call deceased patients stiffs, especially when there were family members
present.

"I'm sorry, gentlemen, but could you please make an exception this once? I
assure you Mr Olsen is the patient Doctor Levy is waiting for."

The shorter orderly picked up the phone and dialed Dr Levy's extension.

Dr Levy answered the phone on the first ring, surprising the older orderly; the
orderly could not remember Dr Levy ever answering his own phone before.

"Um, Doc, there's no stiff here."
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Dr Levy was concerned, he wanted to get Dr Dibelah's patient away from her as
quickly as possible. He wasn't sure what was wrong with Dr Dibelah, but a
doctor who believed her living patient was dead probably should not be seeing
that patient.

Dr Levy was considering recommending to administration that Dr Dibelah be
temporarily relieved of her duties until she had been examined by Dr Ready, the
hospital's chief of psychiatric medicine.

"Please humor Dr Dibelah and bring her patient, Mr Olsen, downstairs to my
office. Use the hall door, please. Don't bring him in through the morgue."

"Ok Doc, you got it."

The orderly hung up the phone, patted the gurney and said, "hop on buddy
you're going for the ride of your life!"

The taller orderly smirked, his pal was a cut-up, which kinda made sense since
they both worked in a cutter's shop.

Gary climbed on their gurney and Aleah followed them to the elevator.

Dr Dibelah followed their procession down the hall.

Passing the receptionist's area Dr Dibelah said, "Judy, please clear my calendar
for the rest of today. Dr Mackeanie can take some of my patients, the rest will
just have to reschedule."

"Yes doctor."
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Judy was puzzled. She had never seen the two orderlies John, or Saul, trundle a
living patient anywhere, but she had taken Mr Olsen's vital signs on admission,
and now she didn't know what to think. She just wanted to forget she had ever
seen Mr Olsen today.

Dr Dibelah did not know what to think either. She needed another doctor to
confirm for her that the apparently living Mr Olsen was really dead. Dr Levy had
seemed like the most obvious choice.

John swiped his card for the staff elevator, an elevator used exclusively by staff
and stiffs. The elevator arrived swiftly. The elevator had automatically asked
staff riding the elevator to get off in order to make room for the gurney.

After everyone boarded the elevator Saul pressed M, the key below L.

There were two keys below M labeled M1 and M2. These were maintenance
floors. The M stood for the morgue.

The elevator descended swiftly, without stopping until it reached the floor for the
morgue.

The rear doors of the elevator opened with a pinging sound to alert anyone
standing outside the elevator that a gurney would be emerging.

The orderlies rolled their gurney past the primary entrance to the morgue,
stopping a short distance down the hall to open the door into Dr Levy's office.

Dr Levy seemed startled when Dr Dibelah entered his office behind Aleah. He
didn't want to be rude to Dr Dibelah but he didn't know how to dismiss her without
seeming to be rude. He looked at the patient on the gurney.

Gary smiled, meeting Dr Levy's eyes directly.
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"Well Mr Olsen, can you tell me what brings you here to see me today? You're,
ahem, not the sort of patient I usually see."

"Dr Levy, is it?" Gary asked, proceeding when he was certain he had the doctor's
name right; "I think it's obvious what brought me in here. That would be these
two strapping men and their gurney.

"All kidding aside doctor, I seem to be dead."

Dr Levy considered whether Mr Olsen should see Dr Ready instead of Dr
Dibelah, but Dr Dibelah should not be humoring a mad man like this.

Perhaps they should both see Dr Ready.

Dr Dibelah asked, "Dr Levy, would you mind please checking Mr Olsen's vitals. I
think that would be the best place to begin here."

Dr Levy sighed, uncomfortable with a charade that seemed to humor a patient's
apparent delusions.

"Ok, let's begin", Dr Levy said with a forced cheerfulness.

"Boys, you can both go, just leave the gurney."

Dr Levy had no examination table in his office, he supposed the gurney would
have to do.

Saul locked the gurney's wheels and the two orderlies departed through the door
between Dr Levy's office and the main lab of the morgue.
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"May I borrow your stethoscope please Dr Dibelah?"

Dr Levy had not used a stethoscope in years. It felt unfamiliar. As he listened for
sounds of breathing and a heartbeat he wondered if he had forgotten how to use
a stethoscope.

Try as he might Dr Levy could hear no vital signs. He moved the stethoscope
lower to listen for bowel signs, but the patient's bowels were as quiet as his
chest.

Dr Levy held the stethoscope to his own wrist and was not at all reassured when
he could easily discern his own pulse.

The stethoscope should have picked up sounds from Mr Olsen's respiration,
heartbeat, and bowels.

"Mr Olsen, I expected this would be a simple, cursory examination. I'm really not
sure what else I might have expected, but certainly not this.

"Dr Dibelah, could you please arrange for a portable EKG machine and
technician to attend here?"

"Yes doctor, right away."

Doctor Levy took Gary's wrist and felt for a pulse, then he moved his fingers over
one of Mr Olsen's carotid arteries and felt for a pulse again.

There was nothing.
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Dr Levy felt faint.

The door leading in from the morgue opened hesitantly; Saul asked, "Dr Levy
would you please come in here?"

Dr Dibelah nodded to indicate she would stay with Mr Olsen; Dr Levy followed his
orderly into the morgue.

"Yes, what is it?" Dr Levy snapped.

Dr Levy was usually an affable man, but Saul scarcely noticed the tension or
irritation in Dr Levy's voice. A strange day had just gotten much stranger.

"Dr Levy, would you have a look at Mrs Craulley please?"

Dr Levy frowned and walked over to where Mrs Craulley lay on his autopsy table.
Her autopsy had barely begun when he had been interrupted by Dr Dibelah's
strange request.

A standard Y incision had been performed with flaps of skin peeled back to
reveal Mrs Craulley's ribcage and internal organs. Mrs Craulley was weakly
holding her loose flaps of skin closed, she appeared to be very frightened, very
confused, and very weak.

Dr Levy did not know what to do.

"Mrs Craulley, how are you feeling?" he asked, tentatively.

"Where am I?" Mrs Craulley moaned faintly.
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"Mrs Craulley, you are in the hospital's morgue. Until a few moments ago, you
appeared to be quite dead. I'm sorry, but your autopsy had already begun before
you woke up.

"May I please ask you how you feel?"

"I feel weak, almost ready to faint", Mrs Craulley replied quietly as she tried to lift
herself up on one elbow to examine the huge wound to her chest and abdomen.

"I suppose I should feel much worse. Can you please sew me up?"

"Do you feel any pain Mrs Craulley?"

"No, no, I don't. I suppose I should feel considerable pain, but nothing hurts. I
would like to sit up but I'm afraid something might spill out."

Dr Levy nodded.

"Let me sew you up and bandage you, then we'll try to figure out what to do
next."

Mrs Craulley nodded.

Dr Dibelah opened the hall door to Dr Levy's office to admit a young woman who
pushed an EKG machine ahead of herself into the office.

"I've never had a call to this office before", the technician remarked, "where is Dr
Levy?"
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"Dr Levy is busy at the moment", Dr Dibelah replied, "but he wanted you to setup
your machine and then run an EKG for Mr Olsen here."

The technician nodded and went about her work with a nervous look toward the
door to the morgue.

"Alrighty then.

"Mr Olsen, please lay back on the, um, er, table, and relax while I hook you up."

Thirty minutes later, the technician was nearly in tears, frustrated beyond belief
with her EKG machine.

Dr Levy stepped into his office looking very pale and frightened.

"Dr Dibelah, could you please consult with me in the morgue?"

Dr Dibelah was concerned. She didn't want to leave Mr Olsen with the flustered
technician, but the tech nodded that she would maintain her own composure, so
that Dr Dibelah could accompany Dr Levy into the morgue.

Mrs Craulley was sitting in a chair close to Dr Levy's office.

Dr Levy was thinking that Mrs Craulley looked much better than she had when he
had sewn her up. She now seemed considerably stronger.

"Dr Dibelah, this is Mrs Craulley. I had just begun her autopsy when you first
called me."
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Dr Dibelah looked at Mrs Craulley, then looked at Dr Levy.

"Perhaps you would be kind enough to check Mrs Craulley's vital signs?" Dr Levy
suggested.

Dr Dibelah looked back at Mrs Craulley who nodded her consent.

Nothing.

No heartbeat, no respiration, no bowel signs.

Mrs Craulley was clearly dead, except she wasn't.

"Dr Levy, perhaps we should transfer Mrs Craulley to post-op so that they can
examine her wounds and make her more comfortable?" Dr Dibelah suggested.

Dr Levy nodded his ascent and asked his orderlies to get Mrs Craulley a gurney.

The two men looked at each other with silent shrugs and then left through the
main hall doors to fetch a gurney.

Dr Dibelah returned to Dr Levy's office leaving Mrs Craulley alone with Dr Levy
while thinking to herself that surely this day could not get much stranger.

Mrs Craulley began to weep.
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Dr Levy had no idea how to respond. He pulled his stool over to sit close to Mrs
Craulley while he asked about her family and whom she might like him to call for
her.

In Dr Levy's office the EKG technician had given up working with her apparently
faulty EKG machine. When Dr Dibelah returned the tech went upstairs to fetch a
second electrocardiogram machine.

Dr Dibelah considered her options and decided to request an EEG exam. She
was thinking, "Surely Mr Olsen must at least have some brain activity, shouldn't
he? How else could he be moving about or speaking?"

Dr Dibelah made the call for an EEG machine and a technician to attend her
patient in Dr Levy's office. She would ask the EKG technician to examine Mrs
Craulley in the morgue when the EKG tech returned.

The EEG technician arrived on the heels of the EKG technician, he waited while
the EKG tech rolled her new machine through Dr Levy's office into the morgue.

The EEG technician entered Dr Levy's office and began preparing Mr Olsen for
his tests, first applying electrodes around Gary's skull, and then attaching the
leads from his machine to the electrodes.

The EEG machine seemed to pulse with faint activity before the tech could turn it
on.

"That's odd", the tech thought to himself, "there should be no residual power in
the machine. It didn't operate on batteries. There are no capacitors in the
machine large enough to provide the electricity required to account for this
unusual activity."

As the machine was switched on it squealed loudly.
turned down the gain on the amplifier.
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Even at its lowest setting the EEG machine was producing traces that ran too
high to fit within the monitor's display format.

The technician thought his machine must be broken. He excused himself to
fetch another machine.

As the EEG technician was leaving he noticed the second EKG machine in Dr
Levy's office. He wondered to himself, "Why would two very different machines
both fail so badly that backups were needed?" He supposed it could happen,
after all, it had happened, but these machines were so reliable they scarcely ever
failed.

Perhaps something in the office was interfering with them?

The technician turned back; he hesitantly knocked on Dr Levy's door.

Dr Dibelah let him in.

"Um, Doc, it's not like this sort of equipment to fail. I'm thinking something in Dr
Levy's office may be to blame, maybe stray voltage from the electrical mains.
Could I take your patient to an examining room to continue please?"

Dr Dibelah nodded and went into the morgue to ask John and Saul to transport
Mr Olsen.

The two orderlies were just wheeling Mrs Craulley out of the morgue when Dr
Dibelah went in, so she picked up a phone and requested transport service for
Mr Olsen.
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The EKG technician waited for someone to dismiss her.
frightened by the two strange patients with no heartbeats.

She was badly

As Mrs Craulley was wheeled away she grew slowly weaker. By the time she
reached the elevator she was no longer responsive. John and Saul wheeled her
into the elevator and pressed 3 for the ICU and post-op recovery floor.

Gary and Aleah waited a short while before new orderlies arrived with a
wheelchair to take Gary upstairs to his exam room. Dr Dibelah accompanied
them while considering whether she had somehow lost her mind.

"This couldn't really be happening, could it?" she wondered to herself.

In the post-op room a nurse examined Mrs Craulley, then she asked for a doctor
to examine Mrs Craulley.

"She's clearly dead", said the doctor, perplexed that a doctor as reliable as Dr
Levy could have made such a serious mistake.

However, as the elevator transporting Mr Olsen passed by on the opposite side
of the wall from Mrs Olsen's gurney, Mrs Olsen stirred and tried to sit up before
falling back to her gurney, once more as clearly dead as her vital signs.

Dr Nielson, the attending physician in post-op was startled by Mrs Olsen's
movements; he hurriedly re-examined her, but she still appeared dead, without
any further movement or vital signs. He called for Dr Levy to request him to
appear in the recovery room for consultation.

Gary, Aleah, and Dr Dibelah returned to the initial examination room where Dr
Dibelah had first seen them. The EEG technician appeared there a short while
later wheeling in a new EEG machine.
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Gary still wore all the leads from his first EEG exam. The technician began
hooking up the leads to the new machine, but before he was finished the new
machine began to hum. It was clearly powered off, but it seemed to be
responding to electrical impulses from his patient when it should still be quiet.

Turning the machine on produced the same results as before, a loud high squeal,
followed by traces than ran too high to be measured.

"Just a moment please", the technician said as he picked up the phone to page
his partner.

His partner was just finishing up with a patient and promptly brought his own
EEG machine to Gary's examination room.

The third machine produced the same results as the first two machines. The two
technicians shook their heads in dismay.

Both men had more patients to see, and now both men were worried that they
would be unable to continue if their machines were not working reliably. They
excused themselves and wheeled their equipment out of the room after removing
the leads from the Gary's electrodes.

Dr Dibelah carefully removed the sticky electrodes from Gary's head, uncertain
what to do next.

Dr Levy was puzzled.

Mrs Craulley appeared to be deader than the proverbial door-nail, but she had
clearly been quite animated when she was sitting in the morgue near his office.
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Near his office!

Could it be?

Gary was puzzled when Dr Dibelah returned from a phone call to ask Gary to
come downstairs to the post-op recovery room with her.

Not knowing what else to do, Gary agreed.

Dr Dibelah asked Aleah to please wait in the exam room in order to reduce the
risk of infection to other patients in the recovery room.

Aleah agreed in spite of being anxious about letting Gary go off alone with the
doctors.

Gary understood her reticence; he smiled to reassure Aleah that he would be ok.

In the recovery room Mrs Craulley faintly stirred to life as Gary walked in.

Dr Levy led Gary to the side of Mrs Craulley's gurney; Mrs Craulley grew
distinctly stronger as Gary approached.

"Mrs Craulley, you seem to have fainted, I'm glad you are recovering now. I
wanted to introduce you to Mr Olsen.

"Mr Olsen, this is Mrs Craulley.
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"Mr Olsen, Until a short while ago, Mrs Craulley appeared to be dead. In fact,
her autopsy was already underway when you arrived in my office. I had her
moved here, to post-op recovery, because I had to stitch her up in a hurry when
she appeared to revive, I did not know if she would require further emergency
care, but it seemed likely.

"I spoke with both my orderlies, John and Saul. They said Mrs Craulley seemed
to relapse into death as they wheeled her away from my office.

"Now that you are here she seems better again.

"Would you mind going up to the cafeteria and then returning here. please? Just
take the elevator to the top floor, pick out anything you like, and bring it back with
you; here's ten dollars for your trouble."

Puzzled, Gary did as Dr Levy requested even though he had no appetite. Gary
had not eaten any food for nearly a week now. His hunger and appetite had left
him when his chronic pain had gone.

Looking over the selection of foods in the cafeteria Gary felt slightly nauseous in
response to their odors. He settled on a small plastic snack-pack of Jello; it was
the most innocuous food he could find. He accepted a plastic spork from the
cashier as he paid for his Jello, and then he returned to the post-op recovery
room, wondering if he should try to eat the Jello in spite of having no appetite.

Dr Levy was still examining Mrs Craulley when Gary returned.

Mrs Craulley had fainted away and showed no signs of life shortly after Gary had
left to go to the cafeteria, but now, as Gary approached, Mrs Craulley became
animated again and appeared to recover her strength.
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Gary handed Dr Levy his change, and then showed him the Jello he had
selected.

Dr Levy nodded and asked Gary if he were hungry enough to eat the Jello.

When Gary declined, Dr Levy asked Mrs Craulley if she might like to try eating
the Jello, but Mrs Craulley also had no appetite.

Dr Levy went to a phone and requested a room. He was admitting two patients
who were to be kept together at all times.

A short time later Mrs Craulley and Mr Olsen were getting settled into their room.
Aleah helped Gary get comfortable.

Downstairs three nervous doctors were consulting one another uncertain what to
do.

"Well", said Dr Dibelah, "I think one thing is clear; we should call Mrs Craulley's
physician and family."

The other two doctors did not agree.
Craulley's physician, Dr Ngomad.

They compromised by calling Mrs

Dr Ngomad was skeptical but agreed to come examine Mrs Craulley.

When Dr Ngomad arrived Mrs Craulley was clearly relieved to see a familiar
face.
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Dr Ngomad fainted; he would have fallen to the floor except for Dr Levy, who
caught Dr Ngomad beneath one shoulder and helped him slide down into a chair.

When Dr Ngomad had recovered he proceeded with a cursory examination of
Mrs Craulley's vital signs.

He then checked his stethoscope and tried again.

Try as he might, Dr Ngomad could find no heartbeat, no pulses, and no
respiration, although he thought that perhaps he had heard some very faint
bowel signs.

Mrs Craulley appeared to be alive.
otherwise.

Only her lack of vital signs suggested

"Mrs Craulley", Dr Ngomad asked, "how do you feel?"

"I feel well enough I suppose, doctor, although I'm very anxious about the injury
from my autopsy."

Dr Ngomad requested a nurse to remove Mrs Craulley's bandages so that he
could examine her wound.

Large, loose sutures held the flaps of Mrs Craulley's wound closed. There was
no bleeding.

Dr Ngomad asked Gary whether he had cut himself recently.

Gary showed Dr Ngomad a large scratch from his pet cat, Nikki. Gary explained
that the scratch was several days old. It had not bled, but neither had it begun to
heal.
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Dr Ngomad nodded to himself.

"Mrs Craulley, I don't know what to say except that we will monitor your wound
carefully and if it does not begin to heal we will close it up with some surgical
glue so that the stitches can be safely removed."

Mrs Craulley nodded.

Gary was feeling fidgety. He got along with Mrs Craulley well enough,
considering what very different walks of life had brought them both together.

Gary was a computer nerd on good days, but he hadn't held a job in several
years due to his chronic pain.

Mrs Craulley, Debbie, was a wealthy widow concerned with her charity work until
her gall bladder illness became so severe that she needed to have it removed.

Dr Ngomad had assisted her surgeon and had been thoroughly dismayed when
she had died unexpectedly on the operating table. She had experienced sudden
cardiac arrest, most likely due to a complication with her anesthesia.

Gary felt well. He wanted to leave the hospital, but now he seemed inexplicably
responsible for Mrs Craulley's welfare; he was tied to her by the unusual
coincidence of her revival in his presence.

It seemed cruel to abandon Mrs Craulley and thereby cause her to relapse into
death, but it also seemed unreasonable to have to remain by her side all the time
as well.
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"Debbie, do you remember feeling anything when you were, um, dead?" Gary
asked her.

"No, I just remember waking up several times. It didn't feel good or bad, or like
anything at all", Debbie replied.

Aleah was in a quandary. On the one hand, she was happy for Mrs Craulley, but
on the other hand, she just wanted to go home with Gary and forget the
extraordinary events of the past week or so. But she couldn't just take Gary
away and let Debbie die, could she?

She wanted to, but it didn't feel right.

Gary and Debbie had shared their room for two days now.

Gary had ceased sleeping more than a week ago, and now Debbie was
sleepless as well.

Mrs Craulley understood what neither Gary nor Aleah would say. She was
dependent on Gary. She knew it wasn't right for him to have to spend the rest of
his life, or un-life, with her, even though she would resume her death if he left
her.

Together they came up with a plan.

Gary could go out and about for a bit and then return. Mrs Craulley would try to
determine whether his absences caused her any distress. Perhaps she could
hire Gary to work with her part-time. This would let her have some of her un-life
back, while allowing Gary some time on his own so that he could have part of his
un-life back too.
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Dr Ngomad suggested they bring in a third party to see if Gary could revive
another dead patient.

After a long discussion, Gary consented, even though he didn't like the idea of
becoming responsible for yet another person's un-life.

They considered carefully.

Debbie had a friend who was dying, perhaps she could share her un-life hours
with Gary with her friend, after her friend passed away?

This seemed like the best plan.

It would be scarcely more of a burden to Gary if he kept both Debbie and her
friend un-alive together during the time he would otherwise have given to Debbie
alone.

Debbie called her friend Dorothy to explain what she hoped to do with her.

Dorothy was not convinced until she had examined Debbie carefully, and then
watched as Debbie seem to die and then return to life when Gary left the room
and then returned.

Together they came up with a new plan.

They would share a twin house.
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During his 'working' hours Gary would stay home so that Debbie and Dorothy
could live their un-lives together. Gary would be free to come and go, so long as
he followed a schedule or gave them reasonable notice when he wanted to go
out.

Gary would have free rent for himself and Aleah, as well as a small stipend for
his inconvenience.

Gary and Aleah agreed, although they were both secretly considering running
away together.

Dr Levy had wanted Gary to revisit the morgue to see if any of his other 'patients'
could be revived, but he could see the strain that Gary's current circumstances
were causing him, so he did not insist when Gary turned him down.

Instead, Dr Levy secretly reserved the room next-door to the room shared by
Gary and Debbie. Dr Levy planned to bring dead patients upstairs to test
whether Gary could revive them. If they did not revive, then Debbie's plans for
her friend Dorothy would be pointless. If they did revive, then he would have to
think about kidnapping Gary.

Dr Levy's father was dying too.

to be continued...
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Consider: Why is Gary un-alive?
Gary is un-alive because of his mind.
Gary wished to die but he couldn't abandon Aleah.
This compromise worked itself out in his mind unconsciously.

Why did Debbie recover?
Gary's mind creates an electrical field that unconsciously animates Debbie.

How many dead people can Gary keep un-alive?
The area of effect has a small radius, no more than 20 to 30 feet, otherwise the patients
in the drawers on the far side of Dr Levy's lab would also have awakened. But Gary is in
no way drained by keeping Debbie alive, so the theoretical upper limit would be however
many people might comfortably fit into the radius of effect of Gary's mind.

What happens next?
After they move to a twin house, Debbie lives her un-life with her living friend Dorothy
who eventually dies and begins her own un-life. However, after a short while the two
women seem to be able to retain their un-lives for longer and longer periods of time
when Gary is away, until Gary is suddenly kidnapped. They both survive Gary's
kidnapping; this proves that so long as they have each other they no longer need Gary.

The evidence that both Debbie and Dorothy can now survive in un-life on their own
convinces Dr Levy to ask them to help his father, now deceased, so that he does not
need to hold Gary hostage.

This plan is agreed upon by all parties, and eventually Gary and Aleah are able to
resume more or less normal lives.

This concludes part two.

In part three the secret of Gary's un-life gets out. Gary's freedom is curtailed by the
threat of being kidnapped again because many powerful people all want to use Gary for
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their own dead relatives or immanent deaths. Gary must go into hiding with Aleah, while
Debbie, Dorothy, Dr Levy's father, and their doctors become the focus of plans to create
an immortality clinic.

The immortality clinics are run something like making sourdough bread. As new unliving patients become stabilized their proximity to one another helps them stay un-alive
until they are strong enough to remain un-alive on their own.

Dunno where the stories go from there...
Syndication if we are lucky?

Gary's 'telepathy' with Aleah is tied in with his ability to quicken the dead...

Dr Levy's secret experiments determine that only very recently deceased patients should
be re-animated by Gary's presence. Those who have been dead too long seem
amnesiac, psychotic, and dangerous.

Should the term 'un-life' evolve into 'second life' as part of the marketing campaign of the
immortality clinics?
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